Abstract: (1) Background: Recommendation algorithms have played a vital role in the prediction of personalized recommendation for clinical decision support systems (CDSSs). Machine learning methods are powerful tools for disease diagnosis. Unfortunately, they must deal with missing data, as this will result in data error and limit the potential patterns and features associated with obtaining a clinical decision; (2) Methods: Recent years, collaborative filtering (CF) have proven to be a valuable means of coping with missing data prediction. In order to address the challenge of missing data prediction and latent feature extraction, neighbor-based and latent features-based CF methods are presented for clinical disease diagnosis. The novel discriminative restricted Boltzmann machine (DRBM) model is proposed to extract the latent features, where the deep learning technique is adopted to analyze the clinical data; (3) Results: Proposed methods were compared to machine learning models, using two different publicly available clinical datasets, which has various types of inputs and different quantity of missing. We also evaluated the performance of our algorithm, using clinical datasets that were missing at random (MAR), which were missing at various degrees; and (4) Conclusions: The experimental results demonstrate that DRBM can effectively capture the latent features of real clinical data and exhibits excellent performance for predicting missing values and result classification.
Introduction
The clinical decision support systems as a practical tool is designed to take the full advantage of patient medical record data, thereby influencing the clinical decisions of doctors in key areas via data mining, and assist doctors in providing timely and correct decisions for patients [1, 2] . How to utilize patient medical record data effectively, helping doctors reduce the rates of misdiagnosis and missed diagnosis, has been one of the focuses clinical decision support systems (CDSSs) research [3] . Remarkable progress has been made in clinical disease auxiliary diagnosis using methods for natural language processing and machine learning, such as multilayer perceptron (MLP) [4] , support vector machines (SVMs) [5] , logistic regression (LR) [6] , and random forests (RFs) [7] . However, a large number of diagnostic test results are at various degrees of missing in patient medical record datasets. Clinical diagnostic datasets, accompanied by such data features, need various interpolations for missing data, which lead to data standard errors caused by the data filling [8] . These data standard errors limit the ability to obtain potential patterns and implicit features of clinical decisions for traditional machine learning methods.
Recommender systems have been widely used to provide data-driven suggestions for individuals in all fields [9, 10] . The prediction of recommendations based on historical data from an individual prediction performance under the conditions of severe missing data by deeply studying the complex associations between physiological information and preliminary information. The recommender algorithm, based on DRBM, can be used as a stand-alone non-linear classifier and an acceptable alternative for clinical risk prediction. The main contributions of this work include:
(1) A collaborative deep-learning approach is proposed for clinical decisions and risk prediction, named CDL4CDRP;
(2) Proposed DRBM-based CF as a stand-alone non-linear classifier for missing value prediction; (3) Analysis latent features of the DRBM model. The structure of the article is as follows: Section 2 states related work; Section 3 described materials and proposed formulates classification methods; Section 4 gives the experimental results; Section 5 discusses related issues, and Section 6 concludes this work.
Related Work
Because of the popularity of user-based CF for generating recommendations based on similarities, the researchers aspired to investigate user-based CF techniques for clinical prediction and diagnosis in clinical data [23] . In the biomedical field, most applications that are based on CF have focused on the prediction of comorbidities from clinical data composed of diagnostic disease codes [24, 25] . These methods combine the diagnostic codes with extra information, such as clinical data, patient preferences and history, and environmental factors, in order to improve forecasting accuracy.
In recent years, the implicit feedback recommendation algorithm has attracted increasing academic attention [26] . Compared with the traditional machine learning methods, the biggest problems for implicit feedback is the lack of negative feedback, and due to the data features missing and data noise problems, it unable to use the supervised learning method [27] . Pan et al. [28] presented one-class collaborative filtering (OCCF) methods based on positive examples (explicit feedback), used to solve the recommendation problem of the implicit feedback for binary data [29] . Paque et al. [30] presented to combine Bayesian generative model with random graphs for implicit collaborative filtering, and formulated a probabilistic model to prediction. Meanwhile, a lot of implicit feedback methods based on model are also appeared, such as derivative model based on matrix factorization: Singular value decomposition (SVD++) [31] , probability matrix decomposition (PMF) [32] and HeteroMF [33] . One-class collaborative filtering include the confidence model and probability theory model. The advantage of the model is simple and easy to implement, and the disadvantage is the integration problem of the sampling training results. Karatzoglou et al. [34] proposed three recommendation algorithms, based on the idea of "learn to rank": point-wise [35] , pair-wise [36] and list-wise [37] . The advantage is that the time complexity of the algorithm is low, and recommended list results are reasonable. But ignore the association between the samples. Researchers also consider to introduce auxiliary information, combined with implicit feedback for recommendation, such as music recommendation [38] , and graph-based model for context-aware recommendation [39] . Algorithms that introduce auxiliary information can combine different scenarios to mine meaningful feature attributes. However, it is necessary to pay attention to the mutual influence of multi-domain knowledge. These methods above provide theory and method for implicit feedback recommendation.
Recent developments have demonstrated that deep learning is a powerful generative models, which are able to extract latent features automatically and obtain high predictive performance [18] . Tomczak et al. [40] focused on a variant of RBM adopted to the classification setting, and showed how to obtain a sparse representation in RBM, by adding a regularization term to the learning objective which enforces sparse solution. Eickholt et al. [21] presented DNCON, a new sequence-based residue-residue contact predictor, using RBMs to learn patterns in the data and initialized parameters, and then fine-tune them with back propagation. Maxwell et al. [18] developed a multi-label classification method, using deep-learning architecture for the purposes of predicting chronic disease, such as hypertension in patients for physicians. Due to the lack of practicality in industrial applications, Luo et al. [41] presented a non-negative matrix-factorization (NMF), based CF model with a single-element-based approach. It is suitable for solving CF problems subject to the constraints of non-negativity. Suffering from problems of high computational and storage complexity, as well as slow convergence rate, Luo et al. [42, 43] also built non-negative latent factor (NLF) models, with two variants, INLF and ANLF, with large-scale sparse matrices and high performance. In the domain of service computing, for missing QoS data of web services, diversified NLF model and DNLF ensemble model [44] , and second-order optimization-based LF model [45] are present to accurate predictions missing QoS value.
Our research concerns are similar to Hao et al. [46] , who conducted risk prediction, using user-based CF to find similarities in clinical features, in order to predict similar diseases among patients. They compared user-based CF recommenders with LR and RF algorithms, using various imputations on four clinical datasets and found that user-based CF was inferior to the other two algorithms. With the advent of the era of big data, recommender systems are natural tendency to combine with CF and other extensible deep learning methods for clinic data, which are growing in both size and complexity. In addition, RBM model usually used as feature extraction and provided initialization for other deep learning algorithms, we explore if RBM model can be considered as a standalone solution to address the classification problems.
Materials and Methods

Materials
Two different publicly available clinical datasets were surveyed, namely, CKD data and dermatology data, obtained through the UCI machine learning repository. There are missing data and heterogeneity in the population for many of the measured predictors. Each of two datasets has different levels of missing data within predictor variables. In this context, many of the features revealed by Big Data are present on a smaller scale in the two datasets, but our experiment increases the missing rate for the purpose of simulating a real medical environment where there is often a high degree of missing clinical data. Each data under investigation has a category outcome, can therefore be modelled as a classification problem.
Chronic Kidney Disease Dataset
The CKD dataset was collected from the hospital over a period of nearly two months and can be used to predict CKD through a set of 24 feature properties, including age and 23 physiological measurements, and 1 class label (ckd, notckd). Of the 25 attributes, 11 are continuous numeric, and 14 are nominal class attributes. There are 400 observations in the dataset. The response variable is a binary indicator for CKD. The predictor variables that have continuous values are discretized to categorical values. This dataset is available through the UCI machine learning repository [47] and is summarized in Table 1 . The dermatology dataset was collected to classify erythemato-squamous diseases among six possible disease types. Such differential diagnosis of erythemato-squamous diseases has been a challenge in dermatology. Firstly, these diseases all share the clinical features of erythema and scaling, with very few differences. The diseases in this group are psoriasis, seborrheic dermatitis, lichen planus, pityriasis rosea, chronic dermatitis and pityriasis rubra pilaris. In addition, some patients can be diagnosed by these clinical features alone; however, a biopsy is usually necessary for a correct and definite diagnosis. Furthermore, the difficulty for differential diagnosis is that disease may show the histopathological features of another disease at the beginning stage and may have different features in later stages. There are 366 instances in the dataset and a set of 34 attributes, 33 of which are numeric and 1 of which is nominal. This dataset is available through the UCI machine learning repository [47] , and is summarized in Table 2 . Table 2 . The dermatology dataset used in the experiments [47] . 
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Classification Methods
Each of the two datasets used for prediction and classification requires recasting a supervised learning task as unsupervised learning problem. The purpose is, not only to compare the performance of the various classification methods, but also to evaluate the CF-based recommender system, whether it can be appropriate for clinic data imputation and classification. We focused on the contrast recommender system, based on SVMs [48] , RFs [49] , LR [50] , and MLP [51] . The models of RBM, DRBM, and user-based CF were implemented, based on a deep learning framework, named TensorFlow [52] . The recommender system, based on CF, is the most widely used recommender algorithm in personalized recommendation systems. The essence of CF can be summarized as "birds of a feather flock together". The algorithm relies on individual rating data to deduce the missing values for other users and items. Personalized ranked lists of items are created, based on other users/items, with similar attributes of ratings. To make personalized recommendations, the algorithm can first look for neighbours with similar interests within a certain range, and then analyse the items that the neighbours liked, finally recommending the new items to the target users.
In clinical applications, the users are patients, and items are come from clinical and histopathological features of the patients. Several of these features may not exist or be random missing. We define the patients as P = {P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P n } and the clinical and histopathological features of these patients as F = {F 1 , F 2 , . . . , F P }. The classification task of predicting target users is to calculate the k most similar users, and the calculation is then weighted by similarity. The patients similarity between P i and P j is defined as the cosine distance between their features F i [46] :
where · is the inner product and · is the Euclidean norm. With regard to the evaluation score of the target patients, we chose the formula r c,s = k
c × r . c,s because the more similar the patient features, the better the weights can predict the missing values. It would not be suitable to choose the method of preference filtering for evaluation because differences already exist in the diagnostic data of patients. Feature F i of patient P j is estimated as:
where h ∈ N P j is the neighbourhood centred on patient P j . The steps of user-based CF algorithm is described below.
Step 1: This step to get inversion matrix of patients and features;
Step 2: This step to get patient similarity matrix through a similarity computation method (cosine distance) and by statistics the number of similar features between two patients.
Step 3: This step to get the patients set of high similarity for target patients according to patient similarity matrix. And predict feature missing value of target patient by k most similar neighborhoods patients.
A conceptual schematic, describing the idea of a neighbor for patient P 6 , is shown in Figure 1a . The missing data and classification results are predicted by aggregating across 3 neighbors (Figure 1b) . In order to calculate the similarity between the target patient and all n patients, we first need to compare m features and find patients with similar features of target patient. Thus the time complexity for calculating the similarity between the target patient and all n patients is O(n × m). Since m and n are the same order of magnitude, the time complexity is O(n 2 ). Then, we list n patients order by similarity and sort k nearest neighbor, the time complexity is O(nlogn). Recommendation list by k nearest neighbor are given and time complexity is O(k × n). Where k is a constant, it is much less than n, so the time complexity is O(n). In general, when the number of patients is large, the algorithm for calculate the similarity is unacceptable.
In contrast to traditional machine learning, where clinical prediction problems are treated as a supervised learning task, CF recasts a supervised learning task as an unsupervised problem. In the execution of CF using clinical data, the response variable Y is treated as another predictor, F P+1 , with patient similarity as the prediction being made. There are disadvantages in methods, based on Processes 2019, 7, 265 7 of 22 neighborhood similarity. First, such methods will lead to a larger error of similarity calculation and be incomputable. Second, the classifier tends to output multicategory results when the disease category itself is unbalanced in the dataset. In our applications, the selection of the number of neighbors, k, was made based on a 3-fold cross-validation. The implementation of CF was performed using recommender lab in the R programming language (https://www.r-project.org) [53] . 
RBM-Based Collaborative Filtering for Clinical Diagnosis
The RBM [13, 14] is an undirected generative graphical model, with two layers that use a layer of hidden variables to model a distribution over visible variables. It is derived from the Boltzmann machine, a type of depth probability graph model, where the vertex represents random variables and the edge represents the interdependence of the variables. The RBM has two layers: A visible layer that consists of input variables and a hidden layer, which consists of hidden variables. In the visible layer node-set V, v represents visible units v = {v1,…,vn}∈V, n represents the number of neurons, and vi indicates the value of the ith neuron. Similarly, in the hidden layer node-set H, h represents hidden units h = {h1,…,hm}∈H, m represents the number of neurons, and hj indicates the value of the jth neuron. The two layers are fully interconnected, but no connections exist between any two hidden units or any two visible units, consequently forming a complete dichotomy, as shown in Figure 2 . This provides a good hypothetical condition for our later training, that is the neurons in the same layer are independent of each other. In the RBM, the visual layer V is also the input layer, and its value can either be a real number or binary (0 or 1). The hidden layer H is used to extract the features of the visible layer with the binary value of 0 or 1 and is subject to a Bernoulli distribution. A neuron equal to 1 indicates activation; otherwise, it is inactive or inhibitory. In this paper, we assign the hidden layer and visual layer of the RBM to a binary neural network model. The edge between the ith visible unit and the jth hidden unit is associated with a weight wij. Together, the weights are represented as a weight matrix W. The weights of connections between visible units and the bias unit are contained in a visible bias vector = ( , , ⋯ , ) . Likewise, for the hidden units, there is a hidden bias vector = ( , , ⋯ , ) .
The RBM is fully characterized by the parameters W, a and b. User-based collaborative filtering: (a) Conceptual schematic describing the idea of a neighbor for patient P 6 for collaborative filtering of size k = 3. The distance between neighborhoods and patient P 6 is quantified by the cosine distance; (b) The predicted recommended outcomes for patient P 6 are aggregate estimates over the three neighborhoods.
The RBM [13, 14] is an undirected generative graphical model, with two layers that use a layer of hidden variables to model a distribution over visible variables. It is derived from the Boltzmann machine, a type of depth probability graph model, where the vertex represents random variables and the edge represents the interdependence of the variables. The RBM has two layers: A visible layer that consists of input variables and a hidden layer, which consists of hidden variables. In the visible layer node-set V, v represents visible units v = {v 1 , . . . ,v n }∈V, n represents the number of neurons, and v i indicates the value of the ith neuron. Similarly, in the hidden layer node-set H, h represents hidden units h = {h 1 , . . . ,h m }∈H, m represents the number of neurons, and h j indicates the value of the jth neuron. The two layers are fully interconnected, but no connections exist between any two hidden units or any two visible units, consequently forming a complete dichotomy, as shown in Figure 2 . This provides a good hypothetical condition for our later training, that is the neurons in the same layer are independent of each other. 
The RBM is fully characterized by the parameters W, a and b. In the RBM, the visual layer V is also the input layer, and its value can either be a real number or binary (0 or 1). The hidden layer H is used to extract the features of the visible layer with the binary value of 0 or 1 and is subject to a Bernoulli distribution. A neuron equal to 1 indicates activation; otherwise, it is inactive or inhibitory. In this paper, we assign the hidden layer and visual layer of the RBM to a binary neural network model. The edge between the ith visible unit and the jth hidden unit is associated with a weight w ij . Together, the weights are represented as a weight matrix W. The weights of connections between visible units and the bias unit are contained in a visible bias vector a = (a 1 , a 2 , · · · , a n )
T . Likewise, for the hidden units, there is a hidden bias vector
The RBM is fully characterized by the parameters W, a and b.
The RBM is an energy-based probabilistic graphical model that gives the joint probability of every possible pair of visible and hidden vectors via an energy function [13, 14] :
The maximum clique set Q is constituted through any visual layer unit v i and any hidden layer unit h j . We define the potential function of the maximum clique set Q, which describes the interrelationship between variable sets, as:
In a Markov network, the model joint probability distribution P(v, h) of multiple variables is based on the product of the maximum clique decomposed into multiple potential functions:
where C denotes all of the maximum clique set, and the "partition function" Z denotes the normalization factor obtained by summing over all possible pairs of visible and hidden vectors:
and ensures that P(v, h) is a probability range from 0 to 1. The marginal probability P(v) assigned by the model to the elements of a visible vector v is obtained by summing (marginalizing) over all possible hidden vectors:
where
ln 1 + e b j +v T ·w * ,j denotes free energy and ln 1 + e b j +v T ·w * ,j denotes the softplus function. Likewise, the marginal probability P(h) assigned by the model to the elements of a hidden vector h is obtained by summing (marginalizing) over all possible visible vectors:
ln 1 + e b j +w i, * ·h . In its original form, the RBM models the Bernoulli distribution in its visible and hidden layers. As there is no intra-layer connection between any pair of visible or hidden units, we can define the following conditional probabilities [13, 14] :
These conditional probabilities are important for the iterative updates between hidden and visible layers when training an RBM model. As mentioned above, RBM is an energy-based model; if the combination of random variables is reasonable, the smaller the corresponding energy function value, the larger the distribution probability. Learning in energy-based models can be carried out generatively by determining the weights and biases that minimize the overall energy of the system, with respect to the training data. According to the concept of maximum likelihood, all the samples in the training data are real and reasonable, which should have larger probability. The learning goal of RBM can be formalized into maximizing the log-likelihood function L over the training data V (containing N examples), which is given by [13, 14] :
where V k denotes the kth sample. When solving the above optimization problem using gradient descent-based optimization, the maximization problem can be transformed into a minimization problem by negating the above equation. We further analyse ln(P(V k )) and obtain:
The gradient of the log-likelihood function with respect to the θ parameters of RBM needs to be calculated first. We take the derivative of the last formula and obtain [13, 14] :
RBM-based CF for clinical diagnosis is mainly divided into two parts: Training model parameters and the reconstruction input layer. In the previous data pre-processing, we discretized continuous attributes and recast them into category attributes using the characteristics of medical datasets with a variety of features. For the traditional RBM model, all units are binary neurons, and the characteristics of datasets are all transformed into numerical category attributes; therefore, we considered the use of the common one-hot coding method. We processed all features with one-hot coding, which transforms each sample into a binary vector. The vector is the input of the visual layer, in which each sample with a missing value is given a default value of 0 and retains the mask matrix with the same dimension of the transformed binary vector. The mask matrix used to record the one-hot coding location of missing features is shown in Figure 3: Processes 2019, 7, x FOR PEER REVIEW 9 of 22
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The derivation of negative gradient is actually solving expectations, we can consider to use distribution P(v) to sampling v, and get k different sets of sample data, which is approximately equal to all possible values of v. Based on this idea, Larochelle et al. [13, 54] put forward contrastive divergence (CD) learning algorithm, on the basis of the Gibbs sampling further reduces the time For formula (14) , the first term is the calculation of the positive gradient, and depends on the sample data. The latter term is the calculation of the negative gradient, it need to sum over all values of v. Because of all values of the visual layer neurons v is binary, v = {0, 1} n , a total of 2 n possibility, time complexity for the calculation of the negative gradient is O(2 n ). It obviously that exponential time complexity is not suitable for the value n is very large.
The derivation of negative gradient is actually solving expectations, we can consider to use distribution P(v) to sampling v, and get k different sets of sample data, which is approximately equal to all possible values of v. Based on this idea, Larochelle et al. [13, 54] put forward contrastive divergence (CD) learning algorithm, on the basis of the Gibbs sampling further reduces the time complexity of RBM training. It mainly based on two assumptions: (1) Sampling can be directly from training data, because it has been very close to the real distribution; (2) CD algorithm does not need to be repeated iteration, until meet the convergence conditions. Generally, a step number of sampling k = 1 (CD − 1) can achieve the desired effect. The CD algorithm pseudo-code, used to train and update parameters for RBM, is described according to Algorithm 1. The algorithm complexity only depends on the value of n, m, n_step and cd_k. Generally speaking, cd_k is usually set to 1, and n_step almost equal to constant c. The time complexity for RBM training is O(c(m + n)). Step 2: Initialization RBM parameters a, b, W;
Step 3: Gibbs sampling is performed by controlling the number of iterations cd_k, update h k and v k+1 according to Equations (10) and (11) respectively;
Step 4: Update parameter a, b, W according to the following formula,
Step 5: Output parameters a*, b*, W* as model parameters After learning the parameters of the neural network by the CD algorithm, we use RBM to reconstruct the input layer, so that we can obtain the prediction results of the sample category attribute, and other missing attributes that need to be predicted. There are two main parts of the reconstruction input: Encoding and decoding. In the process of encoding, we can obtain the state H* of the hidden layer neuron according to conditional distribution P(h j = 1|v) sampling, by using the original input sample. In contrast to encoding, the decoding process reconstructs the state V* of the visible layer through the state H* of the hidden layer neuron and the conditional distribution P(v i = 1|H*). To reconstruct each feature (including the category attribute of the sample), we build a Softmax module for each neuron that restores category attribute of the feature. In fact, recommender system based on RBM model applied to CDSSs were required to transform a supervised learning task into an unsupervised problem. In RBM, we treated the predictive sample category by the same process as that used for the other features as the input data of the visible layer, which is an unsupervised learning method that underutilizes the sample category information.
DRBM-Based Collaborative Filtering for Clinical Diagnosis
The DRBM is a variant of RBM with the difference that the DRBM adds a layer of category, tag y, connected to the hidden layer [13, 14] , as shown in Figure 4 .
We can obtain a posteriori probability [13, 14] : where x = (x1, x2, … , xD) denotes the input matrix of the visible layer, y∈{1,2, …, C} denotes the onehot coding matrix of the sample category label, and y* denotes all possible category labels. Compared We can obtain a posteriori probability [13, 14] :
where x = (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x D ) denotes the input matrix of the visible layer, y∈{1,2, . . . , C} denotes the one-hot coding matrix of the sample category label, and y* denotes all possible category labels. Compared with the original RBM model described in the previous section, it can be seen that both x and y are visible layers in the DRBM model. This conditional distribution can be computed exactly and efficiently by writing it as follows: 
The parameter learning of the DRBM model can refer to the learning of the original RBM model. Similarly, gradient estimation can be carried out by the Gibbs sampling method to enable rapid parameter learning.
Unlike the RBM model, we put the sample labels into the vector y of the visible layer. By maximizing all samples based on the product of the conditional probability P(x|y), we can learn the probability distribution model that represents the interrelationship between the sample features and the sample category labels. We can make the correct category judgement for the samples through the probability distribution, even though the characteristic information of the sample is completely missing. Precomputing the terms c j + i W j,i ·x i and reusing them when computing c j + U j,y * + i W j,i ·x i for all classes y* permits to comput the conditional probability in time O(nD + nC) [13, 54] .
Simulation
We designed an experiment for manipulating the datasets, in order to contain a percentage of missing values. The CKD and dermatology data correspond to 8%, and 5% of the missing data at baseline, respectively. In addition to the baseline missing data, a percentage of the data is deleted at random with low (10%), moderate (20%), and severe (30%) levels of missing data. Data pre-processing in six steps: (1) data cleaning; (2) data division into 3 folds; (3) create missing data; (4) data discretization; (5) model fitting and imputation; and (6) data visualization and evaluations. Detailed steps are below:
Data Statistics and Cleaning
The datasets were input into the simulation pipeline: Chronic kidney and dermatology. Data cleaning mainly includes format content cleaning (we convert data features into numerical attributes) and abnormal value checking and processing (by drawing box diagrams, the value distribution of one-dimensional numerical attributes is displayed, and outliers are found and corrected).
Data Division into Three Folds for Rotation Estimation
Each dataset is divided into k = 3 folds for rotation estimation. The analyses were performed through a 3-fold rotation estimation on each dataset. Therefore, two-thirds of the data were used as training data in each fold, and the rest were used as test data. In our experiments of real and simulated data, we repeated the rotation estimation process 30 times. For each run, the folds were fixed throughout the simulation of the different levels of missing data to achieve a cumulative effect.
Missing Data Creation at Random
For the real datasets, a fixed percentage of values of predictor variables were randomly deleted with the goal of simulating MAR settings [55] . The MAR rate of missing data was matched to the MCAR rate of missing data, in order to enable fair comparisons. Since the deletion was random across all predictor variables from the original data, each was affected to a comparable extent. In all settings, the pattern of missing data was deleted at random and cumulative across the varying levels of severity, with low (10%), moderate (20%), and severe (30%) levels of missing data.
Discretization of Continuous Variables
Recommender algorithm models were designed to utilize ratings, which are generally categorical or ordinal values. The datasets under experimentation contained a mixture of variable types. However, to facilitate fair comparisons, the predictor variables that have continuous values are discretized to categorical values. Specifically, for each of the two sets, the maximal levels taken by categorical or ordinal variables were used to discretize the continuous variables. The threshold of discretization is determined according to the quantile, which ensures the balance of the categorical variables after discretization. Based on this theory, the CKD and dermatology data were subject to 5-and 4-level discretization, respectively.
Model Fitting and Imputation
CF and traditional machine learning methods were applied to each dataset, as mentioned above. Imputation mainly includes the following methods: (1) The mean imputation was used for each predictor variable in the training data. Subsequently, this mean value replaced all of the missing values for the corresponding variable. The interpolations were the mean values of all non-null values of each feature. (2) The k-nearest neighbours algorithm (k-NN) is a non-parametric method used for classification. The nearest k tuples for missing-value data are determined according to the Euclidean distance and Markov distance functions, and the weighted mean of the k values is then used to estimate the missing value. (3) Multiple imputation by chained equations (MICE) [56] uses Gibbs sampling to complete a multivariate dataset by iterating over a set of conditional densities representing the variables in the dataset. This paper mainly adopts following MICE imputation methods: Classification and regression tree (cart) imputation, predictive mean matching (pmm) imputation, and random forest (rf) imputation. These method were applied only in traditional machine learning. For methods based on CF, the algorithm directly predicts the results of the missing value.
Data Visualization and Performance Evaluations
Performance was based on the mean misclassification rate (0-1 loss) across all the folds, and the standard error of this mean estimate was calculated as the standard deviation across the folds. Matrix diagrams are often used to visualize missing datasets. Data visualization helps us better understand the characteristics of the experimental data.
Results
Missing data for CKD and dermatology datasets are created with low (10%), moderate (20%), and severe (30%) levels of missing data. For each scenario, data are divided into k = 3 folds for rotation estimation. The dataset experienced discretization and interpolation. Classification algorithms, with various imputations, were performed. Performance is evaluated using the precision rate and F1-score. F1-score used to assist in evaluating overall performance.
Data Visualization
The matrix graph of the dermatology dataset and CKD, with varying degrees of missing data, are drawn in Figure 5 . The matrix graphs with the original and missing values show that each row represents instance data, and the numerical data are rescaled to the interval from 0 to 1; the size is represented by grey scale. The deeper colours indicate that the value of the instance related to the value of the feature is large, and vice versa. Red indicates missing values. Only one attribute of the baseline data has several missing values. As seen from the missing datasets of 10%, 20% and 30%, the red area is gradually enlarged and is evenly distributed, which indicates that the created random missing dataset is of good quality. The matrix graph of the CKD dataset (as Figure 5b) , the degree of missing data of the real datasets is nearly 8%. Almost every instance has a missing value in the datasets, with levels of missing data of 20% or more. 
User-based CF for Clinical Disease Diagnosis
In this section, we apply the user-based CF model to conduct experiments, with the dermatology and CKD datasets, and the corresponding missing dataset created from them. The experimental results are shown in Figure 6 . The user-based CF method has an accuracy of more than 80% for both dermatology and CKD, with a maximum accuracy of approximately 97.5%, and the F1-scores are similar. Moreover, the 
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In this section, we apply the user-based CF model to conduct experiments, with the dermatology and CKD datasets, and the corresponding missing dataset created from them. The experimental results are shown in Figure 6 . The user-based CF method has an accuracy of more than 80% for both dermatology and CKD, with a maximum accuracy of approximately 97.5%, and the F1-scores are similar. Moreover, the variation trend of the F1-score is identical to the accuracy, which indicates that when the accuracy of The user-based CF method has an accuracy of more than 80% for both dermatology and CKD, with a maximum accuracy of approximately 97.5%, and the F1-scores are similar. Moreover, the variation trend of the F1-score is identical to the accuracy, which indicates that when the accuracy of the k value is high, its F1-score is also high. This result shows that the recall rate of the model is also good. In addition, it can be observed that when the missing degree of dataset is severe, the prediction accuracy of the model and the F1-score is lower, which indicates that information loss, has hindered model prediction. We collate the best results of the model in each dataset, as shown in Table 3 . Table 3 . Best results of user-based collaborative filtering (CF) model for each dataset.
Missingness
Baseline 10% 20% 30%
Accuracy of dermatology 0.96894
As demonstrated in the statistics in Table 3 , with regard to the diagnosis of the dermatology datasets, when there is a lower level of missing data and fewer referred similar patients (small k value), the results are more accurate. When the level of missing data reaches more than 30%, more patient information (high k value) needs to be referred for a more accurate diagnosis. In the diagnosis of CKD, the number of patients referred increase, with an increase in the missing data; even when the level of missing data is 30%, the model still has a diagnostic accuracy of 95.275% and an F1-score of 0.95077. In summary, the models learned about the different features of the two datasets. The severe level of missing data (30%) of the dermatology dataset is accompanied by an F1-score of only approximately 0.73, but other deficiencies (baseline, 10%, and 20%) remain at approximately 0.9 or greater. In particular, even though the original data are missing by 10%, the model still accurately predicts the category based on the existing information. For the CKD dataset, the decline is not significant for the prediction accuracy and the F1-score of the model, even if the level of missing data is more serious, which indicates that the model can make a correct diagnostic prediction by using other information even if certain data are missing. Overall, model of user-based CF effectively solves the problem of medical data prediction with a large degree of missing data.
RBM-Based CF for Clinical Disease Diagnosis
The experimental results, that are based on the unsupervised disease diagnosis model of RBM, are shown in Table 4 . As seen in this table, the overall classification performance of the RBM-based model is poor. We analyze the training process as shown in Figure 7 . model is poor. We analyze the training process as shown in Figure 7 . As seen from the figure, the cost function of the RBM model is optimized to a very small value, and only 5 iterations are needed. However, the average error of the visible layer is still high, and the RBM model has a large prediction error for missing values. This error is mostly due to the small datasets. The datasets are too small to provide enough information; therefore, it is difficult to extract enough feature information from the visible layer simply through multiple iterations to construct a reasonable joint probability distribution. Additionally, it is not appropriate to treat the diagnosis target as the same feature as other diseases: We pay the most attention to the diagnosis target, while other diseases features form the basis of our judgement.
DRBM Based CF for Clinical Disease Diagnosis
The DRBM-based CF model, with the following (model and optimization) hyper-parameters settings. For both of the two datasets, the number of iterations n_step for model training of DRBM is set to 30-time, 10 hidden layers and an L1 regularization model, step number of sampling cd_k is set to 1, and learn rate (lr) is set to 0.05. The experimental results based on the unsupervised disease diagnosis model of DRBM are shown in Table 5 . The DRBM-based CF model can predict CKD, with a prediction accuracy of more than 0.968, even in the case of severe missing data. The DRBM-based CF correctly learns the given features and can synthetically prognosticate disease. The prediction accuracy of the DRBM-based model for the dermatology dataset decreases to a small extent with an increase in missing data, indicating that the model has learned the correlations of various disease information well, and can still make accurate predictions based on other features, even without critical disease features. 
Experimental Result and Comparative Analysis
For the traditional supervised learning model, we first use the R language package VIM and MICE to achieve the missing value imputation and then standardize the data with sklearn and use each model in Python to make predictions. The parameters we set are R language package defaults for traditional machine learning. Uppercase means machine learning method, lowercase means interpolation (See Appendix A for details). The results are shown in Table 6 . As shown in the table, the prediction performance of the traditional machine-learning model for dermatology datasets is very poor. For multiple categories of dermatology datasets, combining the methods of machine learning with the technology of missing value imputation does not result in better predictive performance. However, for the diagnosis of CKD, the traditional machine learning method combined with the missing value imputation method can achieve a better predictive performance. All the experimental results were analysed, the comparative analysis of various classification methods, with a baseline data and various level of missing data, are shown in Figure 8 . For dermatology data, the classification methods of user-based CF and CF, based on DRBM, are obviously superior to other machine learning methods in terms of accuracy rate. For chronic kidney disease dataset, the above two methods are equally outperform other methods. Whereas, for the problem of classification and discrimination discussed in this paper, CF based on RBM is slightly inferior than DRBM. Compared with the disease diagnosis performance of the traditional machine-learning model, we conclude that both the user-based CF diagnosis model and the DRBM-based CF diagnosis model can accurately predict multiple complex diseases in the case of severe missing data. Compared with the user-based CF method, the DRBM model deeply learns the complex associations between the various features can maintain its good prediction performance in certain situations of severe missing. Our results demonstrate that the DRBM-based CF method is consistently superior to traditional machine learning with different imputations of real data, and it is a preferable means for solving the auxiliary diagnosis problem of clinical diseases, to some extent, with a large amount of missing data. dermatology data, the classification methods of user-based CF and CF, based on DRBM, are obviously superior to other machine learning methods in terms of accuracy rate. For chronic kidney disease dataset, the above two methods are equally outperform other methods. Whereas, for the problem of classification and discrimination discussed in this paper, CF based on RBM is slightly inferior than DRBM. Compared with the disease diagnosis performance of the traditional machinelearning model, we conclude that both the user-based CF diagnosis model and the DRBM-based CF diagnosis model can accurately predict multiple complex diseases in the case of severe missing data.
Compared with the user-based CF method, the DRBM model deeply learns the complex associations between the various features can maintain its good prediction performance in certain situations of severe missing. Our results demonstrate that the DRBM-based CF method is consistently superior to traditional machine learning with different imputations of real data, and it is a preferable means for solving the auxiliary diagnosis problem of clinical diseases, to some extent, with a large amount of missing data. We also conducted comparative experiments, with up-to-date classification methods on baseline data, such as a principal components analysis (PCA) [57] , Naïve Bayes (NB) [58] and non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) [59] , and adopted sklearn machine learning package to implement these algorithms. The experimental results are shown in Figure 9 . As it can be seen from the figure, for dermatology data, the highest performance figures were obtained by using user-based CF. Overall accuracy rate of user-based CF is 0.969. DRBM model also resulted in high accuracy rate of 0.964. The We also conducted comparative experiments, with up-to-date classification methods on baseline data, such as a principal components analysis (PCA) [57] , Naïve Bayes (NB) [58] and non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) [59] , and adopted sklearn machine learning package to implement these algorithms. The experimental results are shown in Figure 9 . As it can be seen from the figure, for dermatology data, the highest performance figures were obtained by using user-based CF. Overall accuracy rate of user-based CF is 0.969. DRBM model also resulted in high accuracy rate of 0.964. The overall classification accuracy rate of NB, PCA, and NMF are 0.962, 0.953, and 0.960, respectively. For the CKD datasets, the DRBM models outperform others, with an accuracy rate of 0.996. The overall classification accuracy rate of user-based CF, NB, PCA, and NMF are 0.972, 0.983, 0.975, and 0.989, respectively. Our results also demonstrate that DRBM model is consistently superior to the other classification methods, with real clinical datasets, and it is a preferable means for solving the auxiliary diagnosis problem of clinical diseases. 
Discussion
With the advent of the medical era of big data, ubiquitous recommender systems, based on CF, are widely used to solve forecasting and recommendation problems in clinical medical research. However, many open research challenges remain in the area of clinical medicine, especially clinical decisions and classification prediction. Data integration is also a challenge for Big Data and the translation of data to knowledge [60] . Existing research methods and Web-based frameworks for medical decision-making has led the future of research [61] . Compared with existing methods in related work, we are limited in the matter of data size and paradigm from clinical diagnosis and medical research. For our study, this owes to the lack of accessibility to medical databases, most of which are generally not publicly available. Although the present data exploration is on a small scale, according to the experimental results, we have demonstrated that the categorical outcome of clinical diagnostic datasets can be modelled as classification problems, and could be dealt with CF methods, which is superior to the traditional machine learning methods.
The research purpose of this article was to examine DRBM-based CF and user-based CF, compared with traditional machine-learning methods, using real clinical datasets with category outcomes. Our theory of intrinsic motivation concern on more comprehensive understanding of how recommender systems apply to clinical diagnosis and clinical data, and how the gradually increased missing data influences performance. To solve these problems, we present CF, based on latent features and user-based CF, using default real clinical data with various simulation of missing data. We employed two different publicly available datasets, one for CKD and one for dermatology. Both of them have different background and property, but each had an outcome and could be viewed as a discrimination and classification problem. Our simulation experiment consists of cleaning, division, creation of missing data, discretization, imputation, and performance evaluation. Our simulation approach has demonstrated that user-based CF recommender systems can be seamlessly applied in clinical diagnosis and possess good prediction performance. Generally, there is no solution appropriate for all classification problems. In this paper, we selected commonly used classification 
The research purpose of this article was to examine DRBM-based CF and user-based CF, compared with traditional machine-learning methods, using real clinical datasets with category outcomes. Our theory of intrinsic motivation concern on more comprehensive understanding of how recommender systems apply to clinical diagnosis and clinical data, and how the gradually increased missing data influences performance. To solve these problems, we present CF, based on latent features and user-based CF, using default real clinical data with various simulation of missing data. We employed two different publicly available datasets, one for CKD and one for dermatology. Both of them have different background and property, but each had an outcome and could be viewed as a discrimination and classification problem. Our simulation experiment consists of cleaning, division, creation of missing data, discretization, imputation, and performance evaluation. Our simulation approach has demonstrated that user-based CF recommender systems can be seamlessly applied in clinical diagnosis and possess good prediction performance. Generally, there is no solution appropriate for all classification problems. In this paper, we selected commonly used classification methods from machine learning, such as SVMs, MLP, LR, RFs, PCA, NB, and NMF. Our primary purpose is not only to compare the performance of the various classification methods, but also to evaluate the traditional CF-based recommender system, and whether it is appropriate for clinical data. We also proposed a classification solution, based on latent features, namely RBM. The RBM is a generative latent variable model that models the joint distribution of a set of input variables. It has gained popularity over the past decade in many applications, including feature learning, CF, high-dimensional sequence modelling, and pre-training deep neural network classifiers. One of its applications is as a standalone classifier, referred to as the DRBM. As the name might suggest, the DRBM is a classifier obtained by carrying out discriminative learning in the RBM, and it directly models the conditional distribution of interest for predictions. Through the experiments, we came to the conclusion that clinical data forecasting and classification, using DRBM-based methods, will achieve a better predictive accuracy, compared with traditional machine learning classification methods.
Our experimental method exposed a weakness in DRBM-based CF recommender systems are limited to a narrow range for prediction missing data in the clinical environment, but is not without limitations. We only adopted support vector machines, random forest, logistic regression, and multi-layer perceptron, but there are also some machine learning methods suitable for a medical scenario. Except for the mean value imputation method, we also used multiple imputations by chained equations method for missing values. Different imputation methods, in various environments, have different effects. Our target is to evaluate and optimize the performance of recommender algorithms in the area of clinical disease diagnosis, rather than to compare classifier and interpolation methods. Another limitation of our work is the missing degree and pattern of data. The data creation in our simulation are missing as random, however in the reality, this may not be the case, especially in clinical medical database. The algorithm proposed in this paper is equally applicable to similar problems in other fields. The algorithm can solve the problem of missing features in different fields.
Conclusions
In this paper, our experiments consistently demonstrated that CF can be effectively used in clinical decisions and risk prediction. We observed empirical studies and proved that the proposed DRBM-based CF method performs much better than traditional machine learning methods in real clinical datasets, with various levels of missing data situations, and clinical data, with different imputations, and exhibit excellent performance for predicting missing values and result classifications. Scalability and universality for recommender systems are currently practical challenges, we proved that the DRBM-based CF as a preferred solution for classification problems, when the data size can be suitable for the traditional machine learning classification method. The DRBM-based CF method proposed in this paper has a sound basis and should be used as a stand-alone non-linear classifier in any domain, rather than being considered a simple feature extractor, especially in clinical medical field, which demands stable solutions. In clinical medical decision-making, by reconstructing patients' medical records and accurately forecasting patients' category outcomes, doctors can reduce the rate of misdiagnosis by utilizing patients' complete information; thereby improving the efficiency of patient treatment. The method proposed in this paper is equally applicable to similar problems in other fields. In future work, we would like to investigate the use of variations versions of RBMs in more challenging settings, such as in multitask or structured output problems. In order to promote precision medical application, the next step will continue to be combined with scientific research and clinical application. Likewise, we also consider introducing massive heterogeneous clinical medical datasets for large-scale data processing and classification recommendation.
